NUMBER 4 PRODUCT CREDENTIALS

STYLE COLLECTION

Jour d’automne Smoothing Balm
With the ability to tackle complex textures of frizzy, wavy, unruly locks, Smoothing Balm reshapes hair into
soft, touchable, polished styles. Fluoro technology makes it all possible with the ability to create the tiniest
smoothing molecules that enable the finest Number 4 ingredients and Liquid Complexes to go into the
hair’s core and work faster, reducing drying time while creating a shield of humidity resistance and heat
protection.
Number 4 High Performance Hair Care delivers aesthetically beautiful creations with stylers that are
strategically formulated to reduce frizz and tame flyaways, condition and strengthen hair. Flex net resins
empower styling flexibility and the ability to style and restyle hair throughout the day. Smoothing Balm is
lightweight with the versatility to use on all lengths, textures, styles and hair types.
Vegan, Gluten Free, Sulfate & Sodium Chloride Free, Paraben Free
Pourquoi Je t’aime (Why I ♥ You)
•

•
•
•

“If there's one product that you can't live without, it's Number 4 Smoothing Balm. This multi-functional product
reduces frizz, adds moisture and promotes shine and luster, while remaining weightless, silky and clean. Add to
dry hair or on damp hair for that perfect blow out.” – Frankie Payne, Stylist
“Smoothing Balm absorbs into the hair without leaving it sticky or oily, allowing me to achieve a smooth and
shiny blowout that my clients love.” – Nicole Pinuelas, Stylist
“Non-sticky consistency and great smell. I liked that it was easy to cocktail and it doesn't weigh hair down or
make it greasy.” – Cynthia Valdez, Stylist
“It adjusts to all types of hair depending on the amount you use. It works wonderfully when dried into hair or left
to air dry. For very wiry to thick, curly textures, use a large quarter size amount and let air dry for total soft control
and chunky, touchable curls!” – Steve Elias, Stylist

Tips & Tricks
•
Cocktail it with Support Solution for that added rock star texture lift and boost.
•
Pair it with Blow Dry Lotion for medium density and highly textured (curly) hair to help reduce dry time for blowouts.
Directions
Distribute evenly through damp hair. Blow dry or air dry as desired.
Celebrity men’s grooming expert Michelle Harvey styled actor Jordan Fisher’s hair with Smoothing
Balm for his red carpet and live performance look at the ESPYS. Log onto www.number4hair.com/
press to learn more.
Fragrance Notes: Tonka Beans, Patchouli, Spanish Moss
All Number 4 Products Contain our Liquid Complex Culture™
Liquid Vibrance™ Complex for Color Protection

Liquid Defense™ Complex for Strength

Liquid Vitality™ Complex for Anti-Aging

Liquid Purity™ Complex for Clarity
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